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Buck,
Hasta fa vista
and boo hoo hoo.
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Hey Licata!
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I guess we just don't havethechemistry...
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To our beloved playwrite-

Despite all...we still love you, good I.u ck
for ever
Ellisa&Liliian
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Di Di
What can I say...except "I love you even
though you are a bitch."
-Guess who

The Senate wants anyone who is think
ing of living in Portchester next year to
~now that there will be a van service to
and from Portchester beginning in Sept
ember: Anyone interested should send
their name and number to the Senate,
c/o the info booth.
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Dearest Daydream Believer,

Hasta, sometimes woman.
The closer I get to you, and the circle...
So long Doc.
Craig,
Ta hee, ta ho, ta hum. The epitome of the
Keep on strokin' Tall man.
There you were at the square dance lurkpits, is that in general? Scratch my tum
Fare thee well Father Orchid.
ing in the corner; a tall dark handsome
my, snort snort. The time has come the
stranger bearing a striking resemblance
Adios B. V.& Co.
Walrus said to speak of many things, of9
to Dracula. I fell into your trance, and
Ciao Roomie.
o'clock, the general store and Chessman
See you sailing Bitch(A.K. T.)his means
now,4 years later, I love you more than
cookie kings.
you).
ever.
... Congrats
Time it was, and what a time it was, it was,
Bye bricks.
Zoo
I love you all.
Bathrobe,
Through the too many miles and the too
- The mad woman down the hall
You type beautifully, but it's not as
few smiles I'll still remember you.
good as your ethnic cleaning woman
To Andy, Flea, B, V., Karen, Lois, Sue,
I love you,
oS
impression. Work on it and you have a
H.R. Bob, jef( Eric H" Paula, Amy,jordan,
Ca
::i ec
job. Which one do you want?
Phoebe and those of you I've loved in
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Beth,
One day you'll get all gushy and senti
GOODBYE BRICK BARNYARD,
~ ~
We wish there were something we
mental and you'll come back to Purchase
I came for Abbot short terms, pass
... $
could do or say
~~
and then I'll get you. heheheh,
honors, clusters, fields, small classes,
~ ·S
To try and make you change your mind
Stef.
sensitive teachers and the ideal of inte
~
~
and
stay
.
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gration;
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But we never did too much ta1kin'
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I leaving, regretting they already have.
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So don't think twice, it's all right.
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OZZlE- You are the best bull shitter!
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hoped P. U. would work,
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Keep
up the good work.
up until the very end.
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-One of your attentive listeners.
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Dear Amers,
Congrats! And NYU is just the beginning,
so brace yourself. With a lot of love and
affection from the whole gang: Alana.,
Lorettas., M'k
f H arrym., G ary.,
b Bert"f
Ie.,
'
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Dear Nina, Chris, Eric, Danny, Mio,
Helee, Lori, Eric, Lana, Babs, CarolAnn
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Dearest Gilbert,
Happy Graduation .
.
Love and succulent kisses,
"The one who knows"
('

To the boys and girls...
Thanks kids. It's been a super bonzer
year. Let's do it again sometime!
Bob

Thankyou for being there even when I
wass not. Stay close,
Love,
Tiley 'r~ S.:o+id YCd""C.)
Nu, NuNu, Nuni,
o~ cou... ,.CII! 13 u+ ,f':; -tho~~
ZI y€o"~ I'.", c;.o.,"E:r,,€d~; ... +f
Nur, Nuritsky, Noodles,
1.v..,<J+- .}.-(. -t-",e), ~dh/djd y~..!>?
c)h ""'I !
and just plain Nurit
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To the gang on 0-3,

Sweeney Todd,

I think I'll miss you most of all.

It'll be late in the decade when Western
Union comes a callin' and Studs will shed
a tear but. .. The;e's always next year!
Love ya,
Mrs. Lovett

Love,
"While you re up
}
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April 5,1977. A line from a Load editorial. "Besides, more
1' {ill'Ei"R. 6~ lJmf-.
than half the students on this campus don't give a damn who
vJ \\)-\(l Ul THo ) E
the next president is anyway." .
Qv trf" ~~(1 1 ~
April 29, 1977. "The Purchase College Council has un.ex
pectedly overturned the recommendations of the Presiden
CMEelJ~~'"
tial Search Committee and five of the seven campus
OK rJo ... ICA"J
constituencies, ,forwarding the name of Dean of Music
f'~f(....iT
Michael Hammonp to Albany as the recommended candidate
Ctlt"J't ,N ~. O~l)
for college president."
;
'. I'-l\y t ~)
Unexpectedly?
May 3, 1980. "Hammond's decision to
c' \
.----,
::" r~~ C(~~ l' \\ A~. \::, r., \"il, l~
· . : ~lnl rGYc
l ___ _- '
resign ...took most of the campus by complete surprise."
i ~(\:·· U U\!:j
L
1V ~v
l'
<2' . f. "
!/""\.
Complete surprise? To be surprised means to be caught
I
; \\
\A'- i' --'\~
)..
unawares which means to be not conscious or ignorant.
. '- 1" :
"1
I ) \
Ignorance is the state of knowjng little which is often the _
I
.
\.,
-.~ .:., \,
I i. --:,J
;
,
\
I
,
\ I'·
result of not giving a damn.
\ .
I.
i
"-
I ',--,)
Michael Hammond's tumultuous three year term as presi
,
dent began with the unexpected and almost predictably
\ \
. ,i I
churned out surprise after surprise until its very end. Though
I
such behavior says much about the man, it is also a blaring
\
\
declaration of just how inert the campus he was fated to
'.,
\
!
\
" (
administrate could be.
There was al~ays a communications problem . Hammond
never figured out how to adequately exchange information
E:..
and thoughts with the campus and making these ideas real in
A recent increase in the lectual growth stems largely ·
Albany.
number of independent from human interaction.
At his Inauguration he recognized the communication dif
theatre productions which,
The future of the Purchase
ficulties but, paradoxically, felt himself close enough to the
although generally extracur- campus remains uncertain,
College to define its mission for it. He also made a vow, "I
pledge that I will give this institution all that I have to give, and
~i~~I~r, illustrate student what with last year' s calendar
initiative and energy, may . change, the recent resigna
. 1will try to fulfill a,11 the worthwhile dreams of the institution."
well further future perfor- tionof President Hammond,
The inert campus passively accepted that statement and the
To the Editors:
mance and curricular oppor- the introduction, come Sep
others that followed. It never thought to question its new
A few thoughts from yet tunities for the L&S student. tember, of the first business
president's conception of what comprises a "worthwhile
another among the ons- The advent of a non
courses, ad nauseam .
dream ." When the campus finally did ask, it found the dreams
laught of that popular Pur- performance; yet Letters & Although the original ideals
inconsistent with its own perception of what the ideals should
chase breed , the "not Science, drama major is one of the Colleg~ have not
be but realized that it was too late to effectively react. Sur
returning."
case in point, and an exciting hitherto been met, Purchase
prised outrage was expressed through discordant revolution.
Faced with the decision as a precedent. What the pro
certainly does not have to go
Students revolted by cutting cl asses and taking over buildings.
senior
in
high
school,
I
opted
gram
will
hopefully
not
bring
the way of all S.U.N.Y.' s. As
Faculty censured the President in blocks that barely made
for Purchase over four other to bear is the "return" to L&S current campus activities
quorums.
possibilities. I was intrigued those students in the few suggest, a desire lingers to
In its February 21, 1979 issue, the Load published an open
achieve some semblance of
by
its philosophy. As one ~I ~7\
letter directed to Hammond and signed by the editors. It
seeking academic and artistiC.
I ~.
\~
\
intellectual/artistic integra
concerned the presidential decision to eradicate the 12-4
growth, the latter being in
' ~~ tion. And as has already been
12-4 calendar against the advice of most of the components of
indicated, President Ham
acHng and wdUng, I n,mly ~
@~\
the College. " Your decision is disillusioning and terribly dis
believed, as did the Purchase
-n.......Lo~
~ mond's successor will arrive
appointing. It leaves us with a lack of respect for your leader
catalogue, that the Co~lege----.....
from outside Purchase. A
ship and a devastating sense of how politically helpless the
campus
divided in curricu
offere~ the "o~portunity. for ~LETI'ERS
rest of the College really is." ,
meaningful Interaction
I
lum, interests and spirit is
The development of such "political helplessness was not
between the arts and liberal
tempting bait for some
only the fault of Hammond but of acampus that did not care
arts."
Two
years
and
much
administrators.
A unified col
enough to pose the difficult questions and demand replies. It
frustration later; I sta nd con theatre arts courses presently lege community, however, is
was the product of a campus that allowed itself to be "sur
vinced that Purchase is, most available to them. Rather an invulnerable.
prised" to the point of saturation .
accurately,
and least fortu increase in artistic and intel
G"bye Purchase. I wish you
Perhaps it would be wise to commit ourselves now to ask
nately, something of a haven lectual growth should result, luck .
.
the difficult questions of the search committee, chaired by
and
on
both
sides
of
the
for
intellectual
or
artistic
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Lester, that is to recommend to the Chancellor
developmenL Hardly a pro fence. Moreover, such inno
Amy Tebo
who our next president is to be. Only by such action will it be
found realization in the light vations should work toward
possible to extricate ourselves from the pool of "surprises"
of' recent campus debate foc the elimination of the hierar
that is granting us such slow miserable suicide.
using on essentially the iden chical barriers bewteen the
tical claim, but, nonetheless, performing and liberal arts at
a painful truth in an" of itself. Purchase.
Admittedly, there are
I leave with mixed feelings
those at Purchase who suc about my two years spent at
cessfully pursue a dual set of Purchase . Academically, I To the Editors :
&LIm
interests-but only to the received an excellent educa
I have in hand a letter of
degree to which those with . tion; the dozen or so faculty farewell to colleagues and
the designated authority members I encountered have students from Michael
allow them such freedom. In touched me through their, Hammond.
Managing Editor. , ........... Pat, McKenna
structure and application, inspiration, intellectual curi
My initial reaction was one
Graphics Editor ............... Charis Conn
Purchase severely limits per osity and warm enthusiasm; I of indignation. It changed to
Photography Editor ......... Elizabeth Smith
formance experience for L&S will not forget them. Artisti 
fascination. Can a man truly
students. Yet equally preval cally, however. I invari~hlv believe these untruths? Can a
Pamela Abrams, Bill Bei'f"werth, David- Bassuk,'
ent is the tendency to restrict feel cheated. Trueto have be. man so unashamedly ration
Suzanne 'Cascio, Richard Clarkson, Kejth DuQu-ette,
academic outlet~ for those in en Featu res Editor of The Load alize his failure by placing
the School of the Arts. That beginning as a freshman was blame on others? I know my
Bert Fink, Ney" Fonseca jr., JOAnne Helfand, Donna
the latter goes vi rtually un no a unique opportunity. For husband , Abbott Kaplan, the
McMahon, Trish Murray, Gary Moran,' Eric'Perfect
ti .ced is most likely a reflec theatrical experience, per
founding President of Pur
Apartment-mate' Nagourney, ). robelen, Kyra
tion of the minimal apprecia haps I did not look in the chase College, would smile
tion among most Arts proper pla~es. Then again, wryly and tell me to put down
Sahasrabudha, Blair Schirmer, Brian ' Show' Schmitt,
of the importance of two years of searching left my pen, but he is too ill to
students
Virginia Sch'mitt, Sue Schonberg, Liz Shaw. Jim
liberal arts study. At any rate; precious little time for know or care . These are his
Spione, Susan Stein, Novelette Stewart, Amy
the Arts student needs intel rehea rsal.
last days. This is his last battle,
As an institution, the Col
lectual growth certainly as
one of eight years, against
Tebo.
much-very probably lege at Pu rchase offers a great cancer; a struggle made
OW ~1oca"1a_ ~..m, 0Ieu.- c..a- Sea....
mbre- than those in Letters many gifts. Yet failure to pool always with dignity, honesty
...
. Letten . . . . . . . . aIIl_poacIenc:e IhoahI lie
& Science want artistic train campus resources to a mean
and grace-a lesson for usall.
"W.
THE LOA.D'
.
Scace UDlwr*tty'oI New Yoct
ing. The former will naturally ingful degree continues to
Shame on you Michael
CoIIeae at Parchae·
receive no added freedom of undermine their potentially Hammond. _
......... New Vod UI577
curriculum until they desire limitless benefits. Any per
Beatrice Anne Kaplan
~''' • •I I .·.
sonal, professional, or intel
and request the same.
Los Angeles, Ca.
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ATTRITION:

A Case In Poi nt

KAPLAN
On,
HAM'M OND

STAFF

The Load, May171980 ·
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N.Y.C. Still
Out of Reach

had a chance to express (in all
seriousness) my own reac
tion. Robbed then of my
opportunity, I would like tp
retake it here.

or lack of a fundamental faith
in our ability to make distinc
tions, and accept the respon
sibility thereof.- Distinctions
between smoking and
When possible, the fewer
murder, distinctions be
To the Editors:
tweenblacks marching in
Yeah, I read the centerfold rules, laws, bans and stric
Alabama for their survival
calendar. But you hang it up. tures we have, the better.
and Nazis in Skokie, whose
I'd love to see Oscar Brand Fine speculation about the
right to march 1, for example,
and Tom Paxton at 8:15 p.m. social necessity of group leg
would not defend, because I
Monday night at 92nd and islation for the public good
simply feel no blind devotion
lexington Avenue. But I live assumes a dull - wit. We all
to the "American Way" of
on campus and since all the know, and very clearly, what
so-called tolerance for all,
week-night van runs to the sorts of restrictions on i ndi
even (or should I say espe
White Plains Train Station vidual liberty a social order
cially) for those whose plat
have been discontinued, ing requires and what kinds
form is made up of murder,
right about intermission time '
rascism and fascism. I feel
the last bus back to Purchase
that we are all capable of see
should be rolling up the hill
ing the differences between
all revved up for quittin' time.
these things and I therefore
Complaints to Kristen Hag
have complete faith in our
strom are answered with:
ability to do without the truly
"We don't need so many van
runs since the bus company of ordinance are necessary; . superfluous and enervating
has increaed its hours of ser
we know this because we accumulation of rules, while
vice (to 9:15 p.m.!?!);
were born in a country that saving our strength and turn
besides, there is no money once had seemed, and to ing our rebelliousness to the
real struggles that lie ahead.
anymore." Coincidence that
many still does, the grand
Yours,
the money ran out just when
straddler of social cohesion
Paul Spillenger
the bus company adjusted its and human freedom-a
P.S. Not written as a reaction
schedule? Nah!
country that, in truth, is free
There is money. There has dom's most conspicuous to Foley's letter of LOAD 5/3,
to be money for such a neces
betrayer. We can say with written days earlier.
sary function at Purchase. assurance that killing and
People just aren't fighting stealing and raping must be
enough for it. Every self
prohibited and we know the
selling brochure this univer
difference between these
sity publishes sees (it to kinds of actions and, say,
accentuate the "conven
smoking in classrooms,
ience" of S.U.N.Y. at Pur
which, nonetheless is often a
chase's "proximity to the very annoying thing. How do To the Editors :
educational and cultural
Congratulations and a
we know this? We know this
opportunities" of Manhat
statement of support are in
because we strongly believe,
tan, while failing to mention as an initial supposition, a order and overdue for the
that unless a campus resident basic assumption, that when
S.U.N .Y. Purchase Ultimate
owns a car he or she can avail possible, ., the fewer rules,
Frisbee Team. Due to their
himself of absolutely nothing la'ws, bans and strictures we
efforts, a beautifully run Nor
New York City has to offer.
have, the better, When we theast Region Sectional Tour
nament representing twelve
There are money-saving accept this as a starting point,
teams was held on S.U.N.Y.'s
alternatives: have van runs to
it is clear that murder ,
campus on the weekend of
Port Chester instead of White
robbery and rape are outside
Plains to save gas, for exam~
April 26th and 27th.
the realm of "possibility" and
pie. Raise the price of a ride
The success of this tourna
must be legislated against.
to fifty cents which is nothing Many other crimes must be
ment was a direct conse
for the student considering
quence of the efforts of
legislated against. Smoking in
the inconvenience to the
frisbee coach Derek lent and
a group of interested and
hardier among us, and down
"The fewer rules
ded1cated students who have
right waste for most of us, to
laws, bans and
struggled this year to initiate
be avoided. But it is impera
tive that more frequent
and integrate a frisbee pro
strictu res we
weekly van runs be re
gram into the lif~ on this
have the better."
implemented ' next year, if
campus.
this school wants to lay claim
I am writing as a member of
to any of its not-so-Iofty the classrol)ms d0esn't have the Physical Education
promises without ridicule.
to be, becasue there is a clear
Sincerely,
alternative : we bravely, in
our naked humanness,
Madelyn Dupre
express what we feel, i.e.
listen, I can't breathe, I'm
getting a terrific headache
C' mo
\"'~
is satisfying your addiction
worth my physical pain?
There is no question about
this: in reality, the outcome is
99% sure-the smoker will
To the Editors:
Some days ago a young guy stop. Why is this, in fact, so
walked up to me and some difficult? Because we're neu
people I was standing with rotic, insecure nervous, timid
and asked us to sign a petition people who shun confronta
in favor of banning smoking tion at a ny cost.
But confrontation is surely
in classrooms at Purchase . I
don't think he was prepared a good. And it is this good of
an immediate and felt inter
for the violence of the reac
tion he got; my friends, two action that legislation "saves"
graduates of Purchase, tore us from: why speak to some
il\to him immediately and one when you can have a law
with a strong sarcasm for do it for you? I don't think it's
outrageous either to suggest
wh at they felt was the trivial
ity of the petition-it used to that this phobia of contact
be napalm and apartheid we tactiphobia-is one of the
18 year-olds were fighting chief psychological founda
against, they said, and now tions of a fascist state. When
smoking is all we can come you are protected by the reg
up with against which to ulation of the state, the
revolt. The protestor left necessity of surprising
pretty quickly, realizing he encounter vanishes.
Ultimately the question
was outnumbered, before I

More
Letters

Rah Rah Rah!

- - ----.----- - - - - - -----

Department who has been
circumferentially involved
with this group as they have
attempted to promote their
and sport and solidify their
team over the past six
months. The success they
have attained has been evi
dent, and a credit to them in
the face of non-sponsorship '
at the outset of their efforts.
During their short exist
ence they have developed a
team of fifteen players who
have competed in a sche
duled series of both indoor
and outdoor competitions.
They have maintained a tho
rough and enthusiastic pub
licity campaign. As a result,
enough interest was gener
ated to include intramural
competition in their total fris
bee program, thus providing
an opportunity for a greater
number of students and
members of the campus
community to experience
the game of frisbee.
The recent Northeast
Regional Sectional Tourna
ment was the second of two
tournaments held at S.U .N.Y .
during this academic year.
Both of these events attracted
large numbers of people to
the campus. Consequently,
we have received many
spoken and written compli
ments to S.U.N.Y. Purchase
and its facilities.
Our scope of athletics has
been broadened by the
introduction of frisbee as an
alternative to our more tradi
tional spectrum of sports
activities. Although non
traditional, frisbee has not
relinquished the skills or
endurance that have in part
made many of the mor'e tra
ditional sports worthy of the
recognition they have
received.
I am complimenting the
frisbee team on their success
and thanking them for their
positive contribution to
S.U.N.Y . Purchase this year.
They have served the stu
dents and the college as a
whole with a well-rounded
and many faceted program. It
is to their credit that they

-

-------_.- ._

have built and expanded
their program in a relatively
short time and maintained
interest and activity over a
long sports season.
The S.U.N.Y. Purchase Ulti
mate Frisbee Team is deserv
ing of our recognition.
~ongratulations to them!
Sincerely,
Janet l. Shaughnessy
Director of Intramurals and
Community Recreation

P.E.T.
PEEVES
To the Editors: When the
letters and Science Theatre
reorganized into the now
Purchase Ensemble Theatre
the impetus behind this
reorganization was to
provide a more open and
broad based performing
organization which would
draw on creative energy from
an entire student body. Now
after an extremely successful
debut the original motivations
must be reexamined.
Theatre is a union of
several homogenous art
forms, the spoken word, the
written word and the visual
word. Each in its own right is a
distinct art form which can
exist without the others. Yet it
is only through their
synthesis that theatre can
exist. P.E.T. needs to have this
synthesis, or more importantly
it must examine how this
synthesis is derived. P.E.T. has
been very successful in its
presentation of small plays,
original dramas and cabaret
acts. It is only when it
expands its scope to full scale
dramas that its energies fall
short and productions
become major efforts,
drawing 4pon a few to do the
work.
Both full scale productions
The Boyfriendand Buried
Child were excellent
productions. Both are works
which by their very t:reative
nature are productions
whi,..h will npvpr be. handled

k"I ng
Controversy

photo: Jeff Thompson
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Neuberger
Priorities

Editorial

American colleges and
univerSities to display the
work of their art-graduates to
a larger audience.

by the theatre arts division.
Y~t the technical credits went To the Editors:
It is simply a bct that
ninety percent to the Theatre
.
Arts Division, more specificT~e folfo~Jng was sent to visitors to SUNY do not seek
a II y the Des i g n /T e c h PreSIdent MIchael Hammond out the VA Gallery. And, they
Department. Many of the
After reading the editorial certainly do not go searching
Design/Tech Division enjoy in the May 3rd issue of The ar,o und the VA building to
working on these productions Load, I was distressed to find the various rooms (some
, as they provide additional the information brought hardly "beautiful exhibit
spaces") where senior shows
outlets for creative endeavors forth valid.
It is obvious that the are held. By the way, most of
Yet by no means should they
be required to work on , ' present director of the these rooms have to be.
design, or be part of any Neuberger Museum does locked at times for security'
P.E.T. production.
not want student art in the reasons, there are lighting
This is exactly the problem Neuberger, even though a problems (some are lit by
which has arisen. P.E.T.'s tradition was in the making classroom ceiling fixtures),
recent production of Buried regarding a group graduating etc.
Childisaprimeexample. the senior show. During the
overall production was of tenure of the previous acting
The 1980 class has some
extremely professional museum director, Irving very talented artists and it
quality. It was directed by the Sandler, the 1978 graduatilJg , wquld be a real loss to the
Dean of Theatre Arts, built by class was the first to, have its · college, the community and
the artists if a show were not
a P.A.C. staff member and , work shown dUring the
Design/Tech faculty and summer months. He establi
held.
students,
scenery was shed I'whatwas hbelieved to be
M oreover, you are sure Iy
.
member
of
the
a
po
ICy
for
t
e
Neuberger
deSigned
by
a
aware th at th e ar t scene .In
·
h' .
DeSign/Tech faculty, and Museum to ex Iblt an
N
Y k h
'b
I' b'
b
I
exa
I
f th
k
ew
or
as
ecome
Ig, tlng
Y an upperc ass
mp e . 0
e wo r
increasingly unresponsive to
young artists. This to ic has
me.mber of the Design/Tech a c co my II she d by the
Department,
and
so
on
In
graduation
class.
In
1979,
the
b een Wrl'tten ab ou t.P
.
In various
,
.
I
h
h Id
under
fact time and, man-power
me d'la. Th e rea I h ope f or new
. was chass ds ' ow wash' e
spent on thiS production at t e
Irectors Ip of Ms.
t i t I' . th
II
d
Del h t
h
'
a en les In , e co ege an
a an y.
, small cit
museums. This
t e expense of req~lred
Theatre
Arts productIOns .
It .seemsf to
.
,
h me that the
.
Sl't ua t'Ion y provi'd es a rare
ThiS precedent
cannot
hope
Priority
0
t
e
Museum
IS
' t y f or th ear t'IS t an d
.
,
h'
h
h
h
opportUn!
In the Ion g run for the
to continue If P.E.T. hopes to c angmg. W y w en t e
continue, and.
expand
t s how Iat
. . With stu den
b
I 'the
d
museum w h·IC h f'Irs t care d'
\
an estimated prOjected Neu erger was we receive
budget of ten thousand in 1978 and 1979 is it about to
enough,
dollars there is sufficient be discontinued? Is it that
I fully realize this is not an
'm onetary force to continue there is a change in the
easy thing to do. it takes alot
with such large scale purpose of the Museum?
of faculty and student
productions. The Design/ Previously, the Museum had
involvement. But what is
necessary is first a desire and
Tech Department cannot a multi-fold function. First, in
support P,E.T. alone. If it terms of the college to
committment on the part of
comes to a point where a present programs and
the Museum and the
decision between Theatre exhibitions in close connec- administration, This sense of
Arts productions and P.E.T. ' tion with the Humanities committment attracts
productions has to be made, Division through Art History talented ~tudeJ1Js, helps
it will mean the end to P,E.T. majors curating exhibits; and
morale, in'proves audience
Thus for P.E.T. to fulfill its with the Visual Arts Division
perception of our campus,
goals it must extract more in presenting their work.
etc.
support from the campus Second to show programs of
I realize you will be leaving
community, The P.A,C. shops interest to the community at SUNY soon but I feel this
are opened, they are not large.
issue is part of your
closed to the ~ampus . With a
Traditionally, college
responsibity and that of the
budget, (be It ten or ten m use u in s pro v ide an
next president. I hope you
thousand dollars) and a plan, opportunity for graduation
will give your full attention to
anyone can bu!ld, desig~, classes as well as faculty to
this matter and I hope to see a
and act. All that IS needed IS
present their work.lnciden
1980 graduation class show at
to prov~ competency with
tally, it was a group faculty'
the Neuberger.
the ,equipment and advance ~how at the Neuberger five'
Sincerely,
notice thro~gh chan~els, or six years ago which
Sheilah Rechtschaffer
P.E.T. must~xlstandco.ntlnue spurred my interest in
Class of 1981
to ~row, thiS threat to ItS very coming to SUNY to study. It is
eXlste.nce needs to be in the European tradition,
remedied.
especially in England, to have
Sincerely, graduating class exhibits. It is
Alfred Miller , also the practice ()f many by Kathleen Abrams

Criticism
To the Editors:
I would like to commend
you for being the first Visual
Arts students to run The
Load, but I also want to
severely criticize your choice
of editorial in the last issue. In
my three years as a Letters
and Science student at
Purchase, "Hammond
Resigns" is the most
signigicant event I can recall.
Perhaps only last Spring's
"Students Takeover Buildings
Twenty Arrested" was of
comparable importance. That
issue of The Load devoted not
'only numerous articles and a
photo essay to the happening,
but the editor's comment as
well. In the May 3rd-;-1980
issue, the article on the
Presiden1's departure by
Felicia Halpert was informative
and well written, but it was a
news story and, correctly,
reserved judgeme~t.
What does fne Load think
about this hot news? Alii can
come up with is that you
think Suzanne Delahanty's
opinions on VA student
' exhibitions is more note
worthy than Hammond's
, resignation. Why else make
"no comment," as you
obviously did with that
choice of editorial?
As editors of the only
campus newspaper, one that
supposedly serves the
interest of students from the
College of Letters and
Sciences and the College of
the Arts, you have a
responsibility to address the
issue at hand. If you wish
yourselves, as editors, to be
taken as seriously as your
Letters and Science predeces
sors, then your commentary
should be consistent with
your news. "Hammond
Resigns" was last week's
crucial issue; you even made
it a banner headline. Your
editorial, on the other hand,
only undermined its
significance.
Sincerely,
A concerned L&S junior
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As I sit at my desk piled
high with the contents of my
"Gay Union" folder, I relive
every single note, committee
list, agenda, newsletter and
poster attesting to the
breadth and depth of the
Union's accomplishments
this year. I am overcome with
excitement and anxiety; how
am I going to write the defini' tive history of this year's Gay
Union? Realizing the , inten- '
sity of our emotional, political and intellectual involvement, realizing all that should
be conveyed, I resign myself '
to a cursory reconstruction of 1'1
the Union's struggles and
accomplishments. So let me
begin by stating that the
Union is a most diverse
"union" of individuals, and
when I state an opinion,
remember that it is mine
alone.

~ \\t\\O{\\
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The Purchase Gay Union
was resurrected on November
11th, 1979, bygay activist Alex
Bonziglia,at what was meant
to be an evening coffeehouse
and social hour. The attrac
tive J Street duplex was filled
with joy and excitement as
approximately 60 gay (and
some bisexual) people
became acquainted and reac
quainted. As I chatted with
people, I detected a discerna
ble timidity and slight ten
sion. I was impatient to get
people organized; "Let's sit
down and rap," I said to
numerous individuals. "Why
don't you organize it, then?"
they said. Attempting to mus
ter up the courage to yell
"Quiet!" amongst so many
chatting people, someone
offered a loud clap. "Atten
tion everyone, Kathleen has
something to say." SILENCE...

Reply
The Editors reply:
Michael Hammond's resig
nation is an undeniably big
event in Purchase history.
Our choice of a seemingly
trivial subject in May 3rd's,
editorial was not without
careful consideration. Our
policy has been to address
whichever topic will be most
likely, in any given week, to
be positively affected by the
attention it recieves as the
subject of an editorial. It has
been our policy to use the
power of the editorial to
serve the community.
To write an essay on Ham
mond's resignation at that
point would accomplish noth
ing other than stating our
own august opinion,since no
information about the plan of
action was available then, as it
is now. The situation at the
Neuberger, on the other hand,
is just one symptom on a long
list of complaints. This situa
'tion is the best example of a
campus wide problem, the
shrinking importance of the
student in a system designed
for his use but which has
apparently gone haywire. The
problem is merely indicative
'of the prevailing attitudes in a
broad sense, rather than the
rather esoteric matter it may
have seemed.
Our interest in the story
was not as VA students but as
Purchase residents, and edi
tors in search of a good cause,
Our priorities end up being
service to the community asa
whole rather than the biased
impression some may assume.
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All eyes on me....
, Well, to make a long story
short, we did manage to
"rap" that night. "What
wou l d you like a gayoganiza
tion to do this year?" "What
are our goals?" "How do you'
feel about yourself as a gay
person?" We didn't leave that
apartment until 12:30 a.m. I
was so drained I couldn't
stand up!
Now, two semesters later,
the Gay Union is reputed to
be the most powerful student
movement on the Purchase
campus. We are proud of our
accomplishments and as an
athlete might proudly display
her shining medals,l'd like to
display our proud achieve
ments in this article aboutthe
successful history of the Pur
chase Gay Union.
At that first meeting, it was
evident that the group which
came together, even though
the vast ma'jority defined
themselves, as "gay", was a
continued on page 5

Viewpoint:

Hammond Re-exami.ned

by Eric Nagourney

All and al l, it was a hit-and-run pre few; after ali, tact and political skill
sidency. The man who fantasized were not some of his strong pointr.
about ripping up the Mall and build Right from the beginning of his
ing French gardens, and sent shud administration in October of 1977 he
ders of fear through the neighboring caused a small stir after an interview
estate owners when he talked of in transcript form . appeared in The
building a "town" on campus, just 'Load. In it, he criticized such pro
couldn't manage the day-to-day af grams as written evaluations, field
fairs of running a college. And exams, and short terms, and through
though he leaves saying the "devel the course of the rather long inter
opments and changes .which it has view managed to convey a sense of
been my task to initiate are now well dissatisfaction with the entire (letters
underway and will continue," in real and science) college.
Towards the middle of his adminis
ity, the campus is in disarray, and
Michael Hammond must take much tration, he ran into problems over his
of the blame.
inept handling of the short term
Whether his resignation was re question, and the unworkable alter
quested by SUNY Chancellor Clifton natives he offered to short terms as an
R. Wharton or not-and there re after-thought to getting rid of them.
mains good reason to suspect this It was not so much that he didn't have
despite denials from both Wharton a case for abolishing the short term,
and SUNY Board of Trustees Chair but his haphazard approach to the
man Donald Blink-en-the fact re situation quickly polarized many
mains that Michael Hammond's re people against him. Much of Ham
signation should have been re mond's administration was charac
quested quite some time ago when it terized by this quickness to criticize
became clear that he was unable to (often with validity), but his failure
run the college. The danger signals when it came to putting forward
must have been evident to SUNY alternatives.
Central in Albany: Hammond was
Even by Hammond's third year in
twice censured by the faculty (al office he had not learned; indeed, he
though by a bare quorum the second began it by hiring Vice President for
time); he was notoriously slow and Academic Affairs Nat Siegel, who ca r
disorganized about filling vacant ried on Hammond's tradition of.
positions; the campus was the scenf. antagonizing the faculty from the
of protests and arrests; and he was very outset with his heavy-handed
generating bad press, most notably in memos about tenure. Ultimately, Sie
the form of a not-too-positive article gel stepped on as many toes as a
in the February issue of the New York drunk in a ballroom, and then
shrugged it off with his wry sense of
Times.
Clearly, by the end of Hammond's humor.
Rather than acting as a unifying
three-year tenure his defenders were
the list. The secretary would then
chair the meeting the following
week, in order to maintain conti
nuity. The Steering Committee had
its own (serious but fun) meetings at
continued from page 4
which we set up the agenda for that
most varied group. Individuals week's meeting, clarified our future
represented various positions, rang goals, and shared the responsibility of
ing from those who have barely overseeing the work of all committee
"come out", to those who have lived heads and members. The system
a gay life for a long time; those who flowed once we "got the hang of it."
were unwilling to assume a gay iden Importantly, the Steering Committee
tity as well as those who felt it a politi was entirely a volunteer group. We
cal necessity to label themselves gay; desired to avoid complicated beaura
those who felt gays should ask for cratic authority and nurture various
their rights while others demand leaders. This alternative system is not
their rights unequivocally. It was only a feather in the cap of the Union
quite evident that people envisioned but also exemplifies our strength as
widely varying functions for the people who can, and will, create
Union and many even expressed uni alternatives more appropriate to
que needs. Some individuals wanted their needs and wants. Third, our
a social/support group while others, meetings were divided into two
on the other end of the spectrum, parts: the business section and the
desired to work for gay rights on this "Rap" Session. The "Rap" topics
campus and all over Westchester! By were decided the week before and
the third meeting, I knew that for my were published in the newsletters so
own sanity and for the good of the that people had time to contemplate
Union, we needed a group of trusted, their real feelings. Many topics were
d~dicated leaders to help run the discussed. In the Rap entitled "Living
Union. Until then, we had eparate YOllr Life as a Gay Person" we
committees, lacking centralization. I addressed, sometimes heatedly, the
am very proud of our creative organi issues of self, self-labeling, dealing
zational ideas and would like to share with family, religion and society. We
some of these ideas with other stu addressed the fear _of: oppression,
dene groups who might adopt this losing a job, getting beaten, being
effective structu reo
ghettoized; the dread of: the bar
First, we published a private list of scene, having to constantly explain
members' box and phone numbers ourselves, being stereotyped, grow
to facilitate effective communication, ing old, and loneliness. Also, the
a most necessary reality for a group need for: love, support, friendship
whose main function is support and and finally, the need for new alterna
action. Second, we set up a Steering tives for gays: non-monogamy; com
Committee. This group of nine munalliving, redefinition of "family"
members rotated the chairing and to extend to gays, legal freedom, gay
secretarial responsibilities during the education and pride.
general meetings. The secretary took
Fourth, we set up a Publicity Com
notes and published them in a new mittee headed by Peter Tumbelston.
sletter, which was sent to each box on. We realized the importance of visible
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force for the campus-perhaps an
although one can indeed fault him
impossibility when one considers the
for having a directionless and divi
divisiveness his very appointment sion-causing administration, his ded
caused-Hammond had just the op
ication to the college in terms of time
posite effect. Politically, he missed a and energy was beyond reproach. He
number of opportunities for solidify
was an extremely accesible president
ing his positin on the campous and , who was willing to speak at great
gaining the backing of students and
length with students, almost to the
the faculty; most obviously, his point of compulsion, often keeping
- incomprehensible inaction (on cam his next appointments waiting.
pus) during the threatned state
budget cuts. The situation presented
At the t01ay 8 town meeting in the
him with an obvious opportunity to PAC with Chancellor Wharton-at
rally the college together, yet it was which Hammond was notably ab
lost.
sent-a burst of applause from some
Throughout his presidency Ham sections greeted Wharton's assertion
mond came under a good deal of that he has "great respect, affection
unwarranted criticism for such pat and admiration" for Hammond. But
ently improbable things as not caring there was little applause for Michael
about the college, not being inter Hammond while he was in office. If
ested in the college of the letters and
the faculty and students have ex
science, and having some mysterious pressed consternation about his re
"plan" in mind for ·Purchase that he signation, it is not so much out of a
was just waiting to spring. Yet just the satisfaction with the last three years,
opposite was true : one of Ham but of a fear for the future. For the
mond's principal problems was that aftermath of the Hammond presid
he had no plan for the college at all, ency is a divided college with little
just extraordinarily vague goals and sense of mission and no strong voice
no idea how to reach them. And to defend itself to Albany.

Wharton Visits Purchase
by Virginia Schmitt
On May 8 Dr. Clifton R. Wharton, mond who resigned April 24. Mr.
Jr., The Chancellor of the State Uni John F. Shanklin, President of the
versity of New York, addressed "the Purchase College Council,
Purchase family" about its immediate announced that the committee is to
and not so immediate future.
be chaired by Mr. Richard Lester.
A fair number of faculty, staff, stu Each member of the council is invited
dents and community members sat in to participate in the search. Twelve
scattered clumps in Theater A united other elected representatives from
by similar concerns and questions. Is the campus are invited to join the
Purchase's mission "safe?" What committee. The search committee's
does the Chancellor conceive to be activities will be confidential though
the role function and future goals of periodic reports will be made public
the institution? What will be the crite concerning the status of activities.
ria for choosing the College's next
Dr. Block will be the representative
President? What are the specific of the Chancellor's staff to the com
guidel i nes for presidential searches? mittee. He will play the roles of advi
From where is Purchase's acting pres sor to the council's committee and
ident likely to come?
also be the Chancellor's liason.
Wharton described Purchase's mis Legally the search committee acts
sion as "a special vision" which is only in an advisory capacity in choos
"dedicated to eminence in the visual ing a candidate . ~he Chancellor
and performing arts in conjuction makes the actual decision. The com
with the liberal arts." He assured his mittee hopes to organize itself as
audience that there "has been no much as possible this summer so it
diminution in achieving that goal. ..or may become active as soon after Sep
doubt in my mind of support of the rember 1, as posible .
campus."
In the meantime motions are
The Chancellor also admitted that already in progress to choose the act
underfunding and Purchase's Ing president. Shanklin predict~ that
positon as "an emerging campus" the candidate will be brought in from
made complete achievement of its the outside so as "not to preClude
goals more a hope than a promise. anyone from on campus to apply for
Wharton perceived financial insecur the position president." The council
ity throughout the state as desti ned to has agreed that the position of acting
detrimentally affect SUNY. "Perhaps president wi II be transient. By accept
the rate of growth will have to slow ing the acting position the individual
down." Though he was impelled to negates any possibilty of being
envision the goals of each SUNY as offered an invitation to apply to be
immutable "hallmarks of excel president.
lence," Wharton was open to the
Wharton, Shanklin and the rest of
possibi Ity that "there have to be flexi the council closed the gathei-ing by
ble means of achieving those goals." fielding audience questions. In the
Dr. Murry Block next took the session inquiries concerning mission,
podium and outlined the guidelines presidential appointment and solu
the college council would be com tions to financial crisis were
mitted to follow in its search for a new addressed.
president to replace President Hammass communication of pro-gay mes
sages. Many fine artists dedicated
long hours in the creation of these
posters. But unfortunately, the
majority of these posters were imme
diately ripped down by "homo
phobes" on this campus. This hurt
and angered many gays and made
ourv oppression on this campus
evident.
As for the social life, remember the
glorious events- our visible history at
Purchase. Remember the first Gay
Union Heliotrope in the mail build

ing? The wine flowed, the dancing
was novel and wonderful! Alex
looked lovely and Niel was a fine
cocktail waitress! And Gay Pride
Week, an organizational feat beyond
comprehension where the strength,
dedication and pride of the Union
members was joyously expressed.
Films, speakers, the second dancing
Heliotrope and - an evening at the
Cappucino Lounge; it was inspira
tional to look about the room to see
over 100 fine faces.. the vast majority
continued on page 7
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SWEE,NEY TODD
Dulled Blade Still Cuts It
by Bert Fink
Set in London during the dark and
sooty days of the Industrial Revolu
tion, Sweeny Todd is a product of that
era, a large and complex musical
machine. Its plot of murder and
revenge twists and turns with deadly
precision clicking and spinning as
smoothly as the intricate motors and
gears that fill Eugene Lee's three
story factory setting. Those responsi
ble for creating the delicate workings
of this ambitious Sweeney Todd
machine include some of the finest
craftsmen on Broadway today: set
and costume designers Eugene and
Franne Lee, Lighting designer Ken
Billington, librettist Hugh Wheeler,
director Harold Prince and , . most
spectacu larly, composerfly ricist Ste;
phen Sondheim. These extraordinary
engineers set Sweeney Todd in motion
14 months ago, and the machine is
still r~nning smoothly today.
Sweeny Todd is the macabre tale of
a wronged and vindictive barber who
slits the throats of his ' customers
instead of shaving them, and then
neatly disposes of the corpses down a
chute, which lands them in the bake~
house of his enterprising neighbor,
Mrs. Lovett. She, need I explain, uses
this cheap and steady supply of beef
as fillers for her meat pies, and busi
ness booms. The musical is both cold
and grim (as captured in the defeated
anguish-turned-hatred metamor
phosis of its deranged title character)
as well as being a brilliantly witty
black comedy of the most morbid
order. (Where else but at Mrs.
Lovett's pie shop could you find
"Sheperd's pie peppered with actual
sheperd?")
Sweeny Todd and Mrs. Lovett per
sonify the two opposing tones of this
show, he sinister and desperate, she
totally daft and delightfully unethical.
Both roles require actors of great skill
and, when faced with Sondheim's
exhausting score (which comes close
, to being opera on a very grand scale),
they become two of the most difficult
roles in the musical theatre to play.
When Sweeny Todd opened on
March 1, 1979, Angela Lansbury and
Len Cariou more 'than rose to the
occasion, both winning Tony awards
for their performances. One year
later, Lansbury and Cariou left the
show, their roles taken over by
Dorothy Loudon and George Hearn.
With its two main gears altered,.the
Sweeney Todd machine still hums
steadily, only now it is churning out a
very different.product. The musical is

no longer a subtle, double-edged
sophisticated thriller that can be
taken on either the analytical, Brech
tian level or the juicier "Whodunit"
thrills 'n' chills line. Loudon and
Hearn over-play their roles where
Lansbury and Cariou underplayed
them, and in doing so, have pushed
Sweeney Todd back to its original
1847 form, that of a two-dimensional,
Victorian melodrama. It is by far the
scariest and most sophisticated melo
drama around, but it is nevertheless
superficial. There is none of this "Was
Sweeney evil or did society twist him
into a maniac?" discussion; within
this new melodramatic context, Swee

neyTodd is simply bad.
Len Cariou gave us glimpses of
humanity hidden underneath Swee-

its; Hearn's Todd is as frightening and
horrible as the nursery rhymes said
he was, and when this barber says of
his enemies, "They shall quake in
their boots," we definitely believe
him. On the other hand, when an
innocent "No" from Dorothy Lou
don sends Todd marching off, stamp
ing his feet and pouting, the villainy is
carried to an extreme that is almost
ludicrous. It is Hearn, more than
anyone else in this production, who
sends Sweeney Todd into the realm
of melodrama, and once there he,
above all, thrives best. However,
Hearn must then also be held accoun
table for the lack of subtlety, charac- .
ter depth and social commentary that
marked this musical during Cariou's
run.
As Hearn has simplified his charac
ter's actions and personality, so has
Loudon lessened hers, by giving Mrs.
Lovett one principal goal, and one
goal only: to marry Sweeney Todd.

The,. ;s no amb;guity ~n \h;: ~

Mrs. Lovett: 'From Lansbury to Loudon
ncy's mad exterior; he showed us the
pain and brutal injustices this work
ing man suffered at the hands of a
heartless and lecherous judge, and
though we were horrified. by Todd's
wanton butchery, we found (with an
almost guilty reluctance) that we
could understand why the barber did
what he did.
George Hearn tries nothing so
ambitious; his portrayal of Sweeney is
entirely on the surface. The moment
he comes rising out of the grave in
the prologue, fists clenched tightly,
eyes glaring, hatr.ed foaming at the
mouth, we are concerned: is Swee
ney Todd a fanatical monster rising
up into the world from the depths of
Hell, or does George , Hearn have
rabies? Quickly we learn that Hearn,
a so-so actor with a beautifully opP
ratic bass, is enacting the former. n
Sweeney Todd is a monster, spittil
and growling his every line.
This mad-dog ferocity has its me

maker; we don't question her dirty
doings or logic (or lack thereof). In a
musical comedy fashion, Mrs. Lovett
can now point to all her deviltry,
murder and cannabalism as what she

did for love.
True, this recognizable motivation
on the part of Loudon's character
makes it easier for us to follow the
plot, but it also deprives ,Mrs. Lovett
of a certain sense of depravity and
loose morals that Lansbury's charac
ter had. We can almost excuse this
love-blinded woman for all the per
versity she has committed; we had no
opportunity to excuse Lansbury's
Lovett, and that was half the fun of
he{ wickedly daffy character. Lou
don's character would not stand up
were the musical still trying to be
plausible. In melodrama, however,

she does fine. A hilarious come
dienne and a spirited singer, Dorothy
Loudon is George Hearn's equal in
terms of energy, quality an perfor
mance; what is unfortunate, of course,
is that she too lacks the complexity
and depth that marked Lansbury's
portrayal of Mrs. Lovett.
In the supporting cast, Cris Groe
nendaal has replaced Victor Garber
as Anthony and Betsy Joslyn has
replaced Saralh Rice as Johanna; both
are an improvement. He possesses
everything Garber had not: good
looks, strong presence, a likeable
personality and, most importantly, a
rich and commanding tenor voice.
She is as fine a singer as the operati
cally trained Rice, but a fin'er actress,
giving the irritating role of the
ingenue some spunk and color in the
cheeks.
As the tortured and torturing Judge
Turpin, Edmund Lyndeck is as splen
did as he was opening night; sim
ilarly, Merle Louise continued to play
the relatively minor role of the Beg
gar Woman to its fullest. Of the origi
nal cast, only Jack Eric Williams and
Ken Jennings have slipped a little; as
the pompous and swaggering Beadle,
Williams seemed to have lost enjoy
ment in his role and, even when
strangling a pigeon the man looked
bored. Jennings, who over-acted
opening night, seems to have con
tinued steadily in that direction,
stretching even the bounds of melo
drama. The chorus, who must not
on Iy carry much of Sondheim's score,
but much of the set as well, continue
to do a fine job.
The winner of 2 Grammy Awards,
11 Drama Desk Awards, 8 Tony
Awards, the New York Drama Critic's
Circle award and the Outer Circle
Award, Sweeney Todd was hailed
unanimously as the finest musical of
1979. While its function as social com
mentary has worn off, the machine is
an undeniably overpowering con
traption of screams, terror and sus
pense. Still the most ambitious and
exciting work on Broadway, I urge
you heartily to see Sweeney Todd.
(Note: And see it soon. The latest
word from the Sweeney Todd press
agency is that the show will close
August 31. Every time I have been on
Broadway in the last few weeks, and I
am sure it will stay this way through
out much of the summer, tickets for
Sweeney Todd have been on half
price at the TKTS booth, Broadway

and 47th Street.)

,Pinter's BETRAYAL

Intellige:nce and' Entertainment
by Amy lebo

Now... pick the guitar that's
right for you!
SELECT GUITARS was recently
opened by two guitarists dedi·
cated to filling your musical
needs with fine instruments.

*
*
*
*

Ne w acou s ti cs and elec trics
Used. vintagE' and rar e pieces
Handmade guitars. basses. ban ·
jos and ma ndolin s
Guaranteed repairs

ilf lLlf'CT
fllllar~ .
193 Bedford St.. 2nd floor· Stamford. CT 06901
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"To be a traitor to; to break faith
with; fail to meet the hopes of; to
deceive, lead astray, victimize; to
seduce and fail to marry; to reveal
unknowingly or against one's own
wishes." The fact or state of tlhe pre
ceeding is Webster's interpretation-:
or at least the title- of Betrayal,
Harold Pinter's latest, presently resid
ing at the Trafalgar. Pinter's vision of
the term is the infinitely more com
plex of the two, and certainly more
entertaining. The play unravels
from end to beginning-the web of
entanglements which defines the
lives of its three principal characters:
Emma and Robert, united legally, if
tenuously, in marriage, and Jerry,
beside a working wife following, as
d uri ng, his seven-year affai r with
Emma.
Emma, Jerry and Robert are an
extraord inary trio as respectively por
trayed by Blythe Danner, Raul Julia

and Roy Schieder. The latter's perfor
mance features an engaging har
mony between character and actor.
What Schieder loses sight of, how
ever, is Robert within the framework
of Pinter's intentions; he thus fails to
fully achieve the necessary synthesis
between interpretation of character
and the play in its entirety. Betrayal is
neither expressly a comedy or drama
with a capital D. Any artist inevitably
combines the two genres to produce
a third dimension, and ' Pinter is no
exception. The play's elements of
humor and pathos are thus always
purposefully linked. for precisely this
reason, the former should not arouse
knee-slappers, but rather evoke a
sense of the pathetically and bitters
weetly comical. So while Robert is
endowed with a sharp wit which he
often puts to good use, i.e. when
speaking of an acquaintance"writing
continued on page 7
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BETRAYAL
continued from page 6

a novel about a man who leaves his
wife and three children and goes to
live alone on the other Side of Lon
don to write a novel about a man who
leaves his wife and three children ... "
a cutting dryness is the effective
counterpart.
Robert is marked by faint traces of
Joe Gideon, the subject of Schieder's
recent Oscar nominated performance
in Bob Fosse's autobiographical All
That Jazz. The two characters share a
fundamental similarity in their horri
ficly casual dismissal of what should
assume top-priority status in their
lives. When, in what is perhaps
Betrayal's richest moment, Emma
confirms her husband's suspicion fol
lowing a powerful pause, that she and
Jerry are indeed lovers, Robert's
response is a calculating, mocking
coolness; whereas your best friend's
secret seven-year long affair with
your wife is an event which normally
would raise at least a little hell. Robert
masks his feelings once again in a
moment that runs a close second for
emotional intensity. A frantic Jerry
confronts Robert on the topic of his
liason with Emma, unaware the latter
has known of the affair from some
four years earlier. Robert informs

Gay Union
continued from page 5
gay and bisexual people! And of
course, what has been regarded by
many as the ultimate fiesta- The Out
rageous Party!!
Spinning for that party was a highly
emotional experience for me. The
last two cuts in the show, "Respect"
and "We Are Family", expressed my
aspirations for the whole of our gay
family. (And didn't someone say
Rhoda Morgenstern dropped in to
party it up?)
The Union has
accomplished its important role as a
social support. In rapping with some
of the Union members at Odr last

IPtJotographs. by Eliz. Smith

Jerry with frightening sincerity: "You
don't seem to understand tf~at I don't
give a shit about any of this."

Raul Julia is, as Jerry, an actor in Throughout the course of Betrayal,
rare form: alternately tough and Danner in character and out,emerges
tender, always an exciting performer. as the strongest of the three. For
His humorous mo~ents earn a well- unlike Robert and Jerry, Emma -does
Pinter is at pains to illustrate the des~rved laugh then continue where grow, if only slightly.
essential futility of adopting indiffer
Schleder's do not, to the underlying
. .
ence over pain. His moral criticisms and inescapable need for laughter.
Technically, th~ production is modare directed not toward the absence Julia ,offers a winning blend of tech- est yet entirely effective. a similar
of Robert's disturbance in such a nique and talent, never surrendering statement might well be made con
situation or even the notion of infi
artistic control, and working excep- ce.rning Peter Hall's direction. Hall
delity, marital or otherwise; he is . tionally well with Scheider and Danner skillfully conveys Pinter's desired link
bothered instead by his character's alike. Moreover, his interaction with between physical and emotional set
betrayal of self, a condition he each, by way of complementing and . tings; for the former, John Bury's
implies erodes any potential beauty contrasting and contrasting himself designs are superb. A suspended
or harmony. In an important sense, as Jerry, enhances the intricacies of screen flashes the year at the start of
Emma's and Jerry's disloyalty is no their relationship.
each of the nine scenes, beginning at
crime. Robert, after all, has had sev
It is Blythe banner's sensitivity, the ending in 1977, and ending, of
eral affairs over the years. Jerry's wife however, that ultimately captivates course, at the beginning in 1968. A
Judith has a potential fling brewing the audince. Emma is the especially clever, if unoriginal, idea; it can also'
with a colleague. Although the two chanenging of the trio given her be seen, for example, in Michael
ar~ fleeting in terms of scripted dia
more intense involvement with the Weller's Loose Ends. Notwithstand
logue, each serves as a representation other two. A beautiful moment which ing, it is far from a theatrical gimmick.
. of the extensions of the three's trian
closes the first act is breathtakingly The backward flow suggests the orig
gle of involvements. Clearly, Emma, touching. Emma and Robert bid a inS of the characters' virtual lack of
Jerry and Robert, are caught from goodnight to Jerry, she having suc- e~ot.ional matu~ation. One is slightly
several directions, merely one of cessfully assumed her habitual role of diSOriented dUring the progression
which is the sexual. Midway through sociable wife. Robert shuts the door
from scenes one to two-the play is
the opening scene, a host of other slowly turns and advances toward not officially in reverse until the third
trappings-psychological, emotional, where she awaits him rigidly. She scene-but ~he technique aids tre
intellectual-begin to surface. Col
responds to his kiss, breaks away and mendously In establishing a conti
lectively, these spell out the playw
sobs in his arms. The gentleness she nuum for Pinter's notif of betrayal.
See Betrayal. A production which
right's equation of self-betrayal and inspires in Emma moves those on and
off stage. Had Schieder's character gathers intellignece, morality, artistic
self-destruction. However paradoxi
failed to comfort her, any member of , polish and entertainment on one
cally, at least by another one is faith
the audience would have gladly. stage deserves a lengthy run.
fully betrayed.
meeting, some interesting things
were said. One woman who just
"came out" two months ago,
expressed her gratitude to the Union.
"I was not going to lie to myself any
10nger ... The paople in the Union
made my way a lot easier." SomE.
spoke of the developing friendships
and trust. Another woman expe
rienced security. "I know I have all
the gay people behind me." Another
member expressed his anger at being
stereotyped and categorized . Every
time gay people do anything on this
campus, people assume that because
he is gay, he is, of course, part of it.
This reflects the straight world's
amassing of us into one social cate
gory, most often stigmatized, and
somehow thinking us all the same
because we feel erotic and affec

tiona I love for members of our own
sex. Said one member, "I don't like
being related to drag queens and
flamboyant people. They get too
much attention. People begin to
think we are all that way." Many
members assured him that this was
because of some straights' ignorance
and that gays should not worry so
much about conforming to straight
standards.
"Straights should wake
up: We just want to live our lives hon
estly, freely and peacefully," said
another member.
Gays should
fight against elitest or self-hating sen
timents. We may not like the way
many gay people act or dress, but we
must defend their right to be who
they are, because only when they are
free, will the more "straight" gays be
free.
This year, the Gay Union has

become a coalition of both men and
women. Recalling the split between
the gay men and the "Lesbian Circle"
a few years ago, we reflected on our
peaceful coexistance. "I think it has
much to do with our youth and pro
gessiveness," Erica Turkel reflected.
Certainly, the joy, pride and tenacity
of the Union is a result simply of the
fine gay people who make up the
group.
Many of
us have experienced many emotions:
frustration, anger, confusion, pride, a
sense of identity, courage, and at
times, a collective joy. We have
grown and learned much. Hopefully,
the Gay Union has made "straights"
better aware of such ideals as human
rights and freedolTJ to be whatever
we are, proudly!
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Two weeks ago we went to Groton, Connecticut to non
violently disrupt the U.S. Navy's commissioning ceremony of
the second Trident nuclear submarine. We were arrested
along with 211 other people who were organized into small
groups, much like the Trilateral Commission . Together we
blocked the entrance of businessmen, military personnel,
politicians and workers who had come to celebrate and
"bless" the Trident. We were arrested and charged with disor
derly conduct and held in a makeshift jail until the day's
comissionary ceremonies were over.

The Trident can deliver enough warheads, each with a nuclear
blast 100 times greater than Hiroshima, to simultaneously
. destroy 416 cities. In addition to being able to wipe out every
major population center in the world, the radiation left over
lom the explosion of the Trident missiles would make most of
[he Northem Hemisphere too radioactive to be inhabited by
humans. Along with the M-X missile and the cruise missile the
Trident is one of the "new generation" of first strike nuclear
weapons.

Trident worker entering commissionary convoys with his fam
ily. Connecticut is the worst defense spending dependent
state in the union. Workers across the country are held as
economic hostages by the spending decisions of the military
industrial complex . The Trident Conversion Campaign (the
organizers of the protest) works vigorously for the conversion
of military jobs to peace time jobs in such neglected fields as
health, public transportation, education and housing. The
cost of two Trident submarines, now commissioned; amount
to more than the allocation to all primary and secondary
education in this country. The Navy wants to build 30 Trident
submarines.

The police dragged the demonstrators from their blockade at
the comissionary ceremony and held them in temp'orary cus
tody until additional police buses arrived.

Non-cooperating demonstrator is dragged by police into the
make shift jail.

PH·OTO ESSAY
by the Tri lateral
Commission
Metz Rollins Dawn Cavrell
David Wi lkie

It is a sin to bulid a nuclear weapon says the grafitti spray painted on the counting tower of one
of the retired submarines on display in Groton Harbor.
'
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